
Likewise, a chef, musician or artist attempts to give his or her work a 
degree of depth — adding layers of flavor, countermelody or meaning 
that make for something deeper, richer and more rewarding.

In a sense, that’s always been the mission of The Herbert H. and Grace 
A. Dow Foundation: to deepen, enrich and make more rewarding the 
lives of people in our community and our state. We have done it by 
adding to, or enhancing, the many layers of that intangible we call 
“quality of life” — religion, charity, science, culture and education.

There are also many “layers” of effort that allow us to carry out 
that work. It all starts with the financial gifts that created and have 
sustained our Foundation for nearly 80 years. Those have been 
deepened and enriched by the hard work and dedication of our 
trustees, staff and volunteers. That work nourishes and energizes the 
many organizations whose efforts fulfill our mission. This creates a 
stronger economic, educational and cultural community … which,  
in turn, gives our Foundation new layers of strength.

Giving new layers of strength, in fact, is central to our philosophy of 
support for organizations and programs. In each initiative we support, 
we consider these three “layers” to be paramount:

Sustainability: We believe initiatives that truly build a better 
community will last beyond a single grant cycle. We want to ensure 
they can be sustained. This means our work often goes beyond 
that of a grant making foundation — serving as an advisor to help 
organizations build their own layers of operational strength. 

Capacity Building: We love to see our grants being used to do good 
works in the community. But we love even more to see them being 
used as a lever — to multiply our grant into even greater impact. 
Providing matching grants is one way we help organizations become 
stronger at raising funds on their own. We also work with them to help 
build their own fund-development programs. Making the agencies  
and organizations we serve better fund-raisers adds new layers —  
of protection, of results, of possibilities.

Collaboration: The only thing worse than a problem nobody wants to 
solve? Everybody trying to solve the same problem … and not working 
together to do it. We help organizations layer their efforts, expertise 
and resources together with those of others. This not only gives us 
stronger organizations that accomplish more; it adds a layer of shared 
effort and investment that strengthens the commitment of all.

My years of work with The Herbert H. and Grace A. Dow Foundation 
have many layers of meaning for me. It has kept alive the spirit of 
service and philanthropy that has been central to the lives of my 
family — starting with my great-grandmother Grace A. Dow. It has 
accomplished many great things in the community. And it has been 
personally rewarding to work with the many wonderful people who 
have been trustees, staff members, volunteers, donors, recipients  
and partners.

Whatever role you have played in our work, I offer my thanks to you 
for being one of the layers that have made it a rewarding experience. 
I am grateful for your help in carrying on the family’s spirit of service 
and philanthropy. As The Herbert H. and Grace A. Dow Foundation 
continues to grow, evolve and add new layers — and new generations 
— I promise that it will also continue to make the lives of the people  
of our community deeper, richer and more fulfilling.

Sincerely,

Macauley Whiting, Jr. 
President

LETTER FROM  
THE PRESIDENT

Many of the things we cherish most 
in life are important to us for reasons 
that lie beneath the surface. Certain 
things, certain people, certain places 
mean more to us not only because 
of what they are … but because 
they have, over the years, acquired 
different layers of meaning.  
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RANNY
Margaret Ann (Ranny) Riecker of Midland died peacefully at MidMichigan 
Medical Center-Midland on Monday, April 7, 2014. She was 80 years old. 
She was born on November 9, 1933, in Ann Arbor, the daughter of the late 
Harry A. and Margaret D. Towsley.
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Ranny married John E. Riecker on July 30, 1955. He 
predeceased her on November 8, 2008. Surviving 
is her son, John T. Riecker (Cindy Brittain) of 
Salado, Tex., her daughter, Dr. Margaret E. (Peggy) 
Thompson (Dr. David Thompson) of Grand Rapids 
and her granddaughters, Sarah Thompson and 
Stephanie Thompson. She also had four sisters: Judy 
(Don) Rumelhart of Ann Arbor, Lynn (Stuart) White 
of Grand Rapids, Janis Elizabeth Poteat who died in 
1991 and Harriet Susan Inglish who died in 1995.

Ranny earned a Bachelor of Arts degree from 
Carleton College in Northfield, Minn. During her life, 
she had been awarded honorary doctorate degrees 
from Albion College, Central Michigan University, 
Ferris State University, Kalamazoo College, the 
University of Michigan, Carleton College, Northwood 
University and Michigan State University.

One of Ranny’s greatest passions was serving as 
a trustee for The Herbert H. and Grace A. Dow 
Foundation for 51 years, and she led The Foundation 
as its President since 2000. During her tenure, 
Ranny was especially pleased to have established 
the Associates Program. Each year, for a one-year 
tenure, the Trustees selected a family member to 
represent the various branches of the Herbert and 
Grace Dow family on the board. The Foundation 
has benefited from their unique perspectives and 
talents, and they benefited by expanding their  
skills in philanthropy. In 1992, Wiley T. Buchanan, 
Pamela G. Dow and Jeffrey W. Doan became the 
first Associates.

Ranny had been a Trustee of The Harry A. and 
Margaret D. Towsley Foundation since 1962. She was 
the board president from 1985 to 1999 and became 
board chair in 1999.

In the 1970s, Ranny served as vice-chair of the 
Michigan Republican Party. She later served  
as a Republican National Committeewoman  
from Michigan.

Ranny was also a co-founder of the Council of 
Michigan Foundations (CMF) in 1973. She was a 
Trustee at CMF from 1974 until 2002, serving as 
the Chair of the Board from 1982 to 1984 and again 
from 1999 to 2000. She was also chair of CMF’s 
Government Relations Committee.

From 1992 to 1996, Ranny served as a Trustee of the 
Council on Foundations. She chaired its Legislative 
and Regulation Committee from 1992 to 1995.

Ranny also was a strong believer in collaboration 
in philanthropy. In the 2012 annual report for The 
Dow Foundation, she wrote, “In a time of tightening 
resources and increasing need, it’s important that 
we make the most of every minute and every penny.  
Often, the best way to do that is to work together. 
So we help create collaborative opportunities 
among nonprofits, governmental agencies, private 
sector and other organizations. Sharing expertise, 
finding complementary strengths and leveraging 
resources gives us stronger organizations who 
accomplish more. Even better, it creates a shared 
sense of purpose that makes us even stronger.”

Ranny was an active leader and volunteer in our 
community, state and nation. She was a past chair 
and trustee of Carleton College’s Board of Trustees 
as well as a past chair and trustee of Central 
Michigan University’s Board of Trustees. She served 
as a member of the Board of the University of 
Michigan’s Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy 
and the Center for the Education of Women. She 
and her husband John were the honorary co-chairs 
of the Michigan Difference Campaign, which raised 
$3.2 million for U of M.

Ranny’s local community volunteer activities 
included serving on the boards of Midland 
Downtown Development Authority; as former 
chair of the board of Greater Midland Community 
Centers, Inc.; as a member of the Board for 
MidMichigan Medical Center-Midland and member 
of several MidMichigan Health System committees; 
Midland Kids First; Saginaw Bay Watershed Initiative 
Network; Michigan Molecular Institute; Northcoast 
Technology Investors Advisory Committee; Joint 
Midland City/County Building Authority; chair of 
the Dorothy A. Johnson Center for Philanthropy 
Leadership Council at Grand Valley State University 
and the University of Michigan President’s  
Advisory Group.

Ranny’s grandfather Herbert H. Dow was the 
founder of The Dow Chemical Company. His wife, 
Grace Ball Dow, established The Herbert H. and 
Grace A. Dow Foundation in 1936 in memory of  
her husband. 

TRUSTEE: 1963 - 2014

PRESIDENT: 2000 - 2014

VICE PRESIDENT: 1993 - 1996

SECRETARY: 1996 - 2000



HERBERT H. AND GRACE A. DOW 

WERE DEVOTED TO THE FAMILY, THE 

 COMMUNITY AND TO THE ENHANCEMENT 

OF THE QUALITY OF LIFE FOR THE 

PEOPLE IN THE CITY OF MIDLAND AND 

IN MICHIGAN. THEIR LEGACY LIVES 

ON THROUGH THE TRUSTEES AND 

ASSOCIATES WHO FREELY SHARE 

THEIR TIME AND PERSPECTIVES, WHICH 

ALLOWS THE HERBERT H. AND GRACE A. 

 DOW FOUNDATION TO MAKE INFORMED 

GRANT MAKING DECISIONS.

INSPIRATION



Grace A. Dow established The Herbert H. 
and Grace A. Dow Foundation in 1936 in 
memory of her husband, Herbert H. Dow, 
founder of The Dow Chemical Company, 
who died  in 1930. She was a Trustee of  
The Foundation until her death in 1953.

Grace A. Ball and Herbert H. Dow were married 
in  Midland, Michigan, in 1892. Herbert was born in 
1866 to Sarah  (Bunnell) and Joseph Henry Dow. He 
grew up in Cleveland, Ohio, where he graduated 
from Case School of Applied  Science (now Case 
Western Reserve University). Grace was born in 1869 
to Amelia (Eaton) and George Willard Ball. Grace’s 
father was the founder of Midland’s first bank;  
Grace was a schoolteacher at the Post Street  
School before she married Herbert.

Young Herbert Dow was fortunate in having a 
father who was a creative inventor, and his formal 
education was  complemented by the hands-on 
mechanical and inventive education he  received 
from his father.

During his studies at Case, Herbert Dow became 
 interested in the composition of brine, a topic on 
which he wrote  several papers. His first commercial 
chemical venture in Ohio was  unsuccessful, but by 
the time he moved to  Midland in 1890, he’d proven 
that his new chemical process for  removing  bromine 
from brine by electrolysis was feasible. The rich 

source of brine beneath the ground in Midland and 
the  availability of power were major factors in his 
choosing Midland as the site of his Midland Chemical 
Company. During the years  1894-97  Herbert Dow 
further expanded his electrolytic process to separate 
chlorine from brine. In 1897 he established The Dow 
Chemical Company to produce chlorine bleach 
based upon this new technology. In 1900 he merged 
the Midland Chemical Company into The Dow 
Chemical Company.

Herbert Dow was honored with doctorate degrees 
from Case Western Reserve University and the 
University of Michigan. He is credited with 107 
inventions and in 1930 received the  prestigious 
Perkin Research Medal for Chemical Achievement 
from the Society of Chemical Industry.

Grace and Herbert Dow were parents of seven 
children and spent their married life in Midland. They 
were both devoted to the family, the community, 
and to the enhancement of the  quality of life for 
everyone in the Midland area and in Michigan. Their 
 compassionate and visionary philosophy continues 
to be the guiding inspiration for the Trustees of The 
Herbert H. and Grace A. Dow Foundation.

The Herbert H. and Grace A. Dow Foundation is the 
eighth  largest foundation in  Michigan and, since its 
establishment, has  granted almost $532 million to 
worthy programs and projects in the Midland area 
and in Michigan.
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COLLABORATION

COUNCIL OF MICHIGAN  
FOUNDATIONS

MICHIGAN COUNCIL FOR  
EDUCATOR EFFECTIVENESS

In an effort to aid public school teachers and 
administrators, the Michigan Council for Educator 
Effectiveness (MCEE) worked for 18 months 
to develop recommendations for a statewide 
evaluation system which would provide substantive 
feedback. This feedback is meant to assist both 
teachers and administrators in building their 
skills and, ultimately, improve student learning. 
The Council’s recommendations base educator 
evaluations on professional practice, which is 
determined primarily by observations of how 
educators do their work, and also by student 
growth, determined by state assessments and 
other measures.

The Council of Michigan Foundations provided 
technical support to the MCEE, using funding from 
The Herbert H. and Grace A. Dow Foundation: 
$225,000 was awarded along with $18,600 for 
operating expenses. This funding allowed the 
Council to educate stakeholders statewide through 
an informational website, webinars, newspaper 
editorial board visits and informational materials.

As a result, support for the evaluation system  
has come from Governor Rick Snyder, who put 
funding for the new evaluation system costs 
in his 2015 fiscal year budget, as well as from 
Michigan teacher unions and school administrator 
organizations. After months of committee 
hearings on the matter, the Michigan House of 
Representatives passed bipartisan legislation  
to enact the evaluation system.

MIDMICHIGAN HEALTH

MidMichigan Health received a $1.5 million donation 
from The Herbert H. and Grace A. Dow Foundation 
in June 2013 to establish a new patient simulation 
lab at MidMichigan Medical Center-Midland and to 
renovate the lab at MMMC-Gratiot. These labs plan 
to create alliances within the community to create 
opportunities for other clinical staff to learn on 
the equipment. Infant- and adult-sized manikins in 
the Simulation Lab can be programmed by staff to 
cry, talk, blink, breathe and react to medicines to 
replicate real-life situations, allowing for training on 

specific procedures such as IV insertion, chest tube 
insertion and airway management.  

MMMC-Midland will be opening their new medical 
education building that will house Midland’s 
Simulation Lab in 2015. Physician and nursing 
students will have the opportunity to learn new 
skills in a low-stress and risk-free environment. The 
Simulation Lab offers another way for students to 
have a positive training experience, learn critical 
thinking skills, develop positive relationships and 
build allegiance with MidMichigan Health. New 
medical personnel tend to return to a familiar 
community to practice medicine, sustaining 
MidMichigan Health’s services with skilled and 
compassionate staff now as well as for the future.  

MIDLAND PUBLIC SCHOOLS

INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE 
PRIMARY YEARS PROGRAMME (IB PYP)

The Herbert H. and Grace A. Dow Foundation 
granted Midland Public Schools (MPS) $570,000 
in 2013 to begin the International Baccalaureate 
Primary Years Programme (IB PYP), maintaining a 
rich history of being responsive and supportive to 
the need for excellent early childhood education. 
Much of the expense associated with implementing 
this IB PYP curricular framework is incurred at the 
outset with application fees, official IB training 
and the hiring of PYP Coordinators to lead this 
initiative. This partnership among The Herbert H. 
and Grace A. Dow Foundation, The Dow Chemical 
Company, the Rollin M. Gerstacker and the  
Charles J. Strosacker Foundations, has allowed  
MPS to begin this implementation process. 

Carrying out the introduction of this program 
has required the hard work of MPS staff as they 
approach teaching and learning through a different 
lens and frame their teaching with a more global 
perspective. The foundation of the Primary Years 
Programme is the Learner Profile which has 
allowed usage of a common language within the 
schools and has revived the spirit of collaboration 
among staff and students. 

This program helps to ensure that all children 
within the Midland Public Schools will receive a 
more global and internationally-minded education. 
There is great excitement about what the future 
holds for the students of Midland Public Schools.

The only thing worse than a problem nobody wants to solve? Everybody 
trying to solve the same problem … and not working together to do it. We help 
organizations layer their efforts, expertise and resources together with those 
of others. This not only gives us stronger organizations that accomplish more;  
it adds a layer of shared effort and investment that strengthens the 
commitment of all.
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SUSTAINABILITY
We believe initiatives that truly build a better community will last 
beyond a single grant cycle. We want to ensure they can be sustained. 
This means our work often goes beyond that of a grant making 
foundation — serving as an advisor to help organizations build their 
own layers of operational strength. 

GERALD R. FORD PRESIDENTIAL 
LIBRARY & MUSEUM

The Herbert H. and Grace A. Dow Foundation 
partnered with the Gerald R. Ford Foundation to 
fund a portion of the updates made to the Gerald 
R. Ford Presidential Museum in Grand Rapids, 
Michigan. A $500,000 donation was awarded.

Gerald R. Ford’s character and integrity led our 
nation through one of its most difficult times in 
history — a Constitutional crisis that threatened 
the power of the Presidency. The Campaign for 
the Legacy of Gerald R. Ford includes redesigning 
the Museum’s historical exhibits in the permanent 
collection and building a Learning Center where 
visitors can delve into the history of the United 
States, the Presidency and Gerald R. Ford. 

A living link between the 38th President and 
generations of young people, the Learning Center 
will instill the qualities of character, integrity 
and principled leadership among tomorrow’s 
leaders. They will learn about President and 
Mrs. Ford’s commitment to public service and 
civic involvement as well as critical thinking and 
decision-making skills. 

“This Museum is not a monument to any one man 
or any one Presidency. Rather, it is a classroom 
of American democracy, a place where school 
kids, as well as scholars, will enjoy … access to the 
innermost working of their government.” 
– President Gerald R. Ford

COLEMAN REGIONAL  
AGRISCIENCE CENTER

The fall of 2013 brought the opening of the 
Coleman Regional Agriscience Center at Coleman 
Public Schools. This program was a collaborative 
effort made possible by a $375,000 donation from 
The Herbert H. and Grace A. Dow Foundation. 
Also contributing to the effort was The Rollin M. 
Gerstacker Foundation, The Charles J. Strosacker 
Foundation, The Midland Area Community 
Foundation, 21 local clubs and businesses and 24 
individual donors. The Agriscience Center program 
has provided students the opportunity to explore 
and prepare for careers and college programs in 
agriculture, food and natural resources, as well as 
gaining both technical and mechanical knowledge 
and skills.

Future Farmers of America (FFA) also returned 
to the region with the implementation of the 
Agriscience Center program. Students have the 
opportunity to compete in local, regional and state 
competitions in addition to learning real-world 
skills through field trips to local agribusinesses 
and partnering with local companies to bring 
their years of expertise to the classroom. Due 
to the support and cooperation of local Midland 
foundations, businesses and individuals in our 
community, the Coleman Regional Agriscience 
Center is well positioned for success in the 
upcoming years.

MIDLAND CENTER FOR THE ARTS

Five separate grant payments totaling $1,775,000 
were made by The Herbert H. and Grace A. Dow 
Foundation to Midland Center for the Arts in 2013. 
In addition to grants awarded for operations, the 
financial support has played a significant role in 
two other recent projects.

The renovation of Midland County Historical 
Society’s Doan History Center to accommodate 
the relocation of Northwood’s Admissions and 
Recruitment Offices creates a unique connection 
between our past, our present and our future. The 
Doan Center will remain the home of the Midland 
County Historical Society. Additionally, Northwood 
University gains a convenient welcome center for 
prospective and new students and their families. 

The Discovery Square organizations: Grace A. 
Dow Memorial Library, Midland Center for the 
Arts, Dow Gardens and Whiting Forest, Michigan 
Molecular Institute, Alden B. Dow Home and 
Studio, and Northwood University, have worked 
cooperatively to promote quality offerings for 
visitors and residents alike. Funding from The 
Herbert H. and Grace A. Dow Foundation brought a 
consulting firm to guide them through the process 
of transferring their vision into a workable plan for 
growth. The development of Discovery Square as 
a comprehensive source of artistic, scientific and 
historical knowledge, programming and education 
is invaluable to Midland and the region, serving as 
a strong attractor for economic development and a 
regional hub for education in various disciplines.
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CAPACITY BUILDING
We love to see our grants being used to do good works in the community.  
But we love even more to see them being used as a lever — to multiply our 
grant into even greater impact. Providing matching grants is one way we help 
organizations become stronger at raising funds on their own. We also work  
with them to build their own fund-development and leadership programs.  
Making the agencies and organizations we serve better fund-raisers and  
leaders adds new layers — of protection, of results, of possibilities.

TRAVERSE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

In 2013, a three-year matching grant of $150,000 
was made to the Traverse Symphony Orchestra 
(TSO) to fund operating expenses in a campaign 
entitled ‘A Note-Worthy Challenge.’ The funds 
received from The Herbert H. and Grace A. Dow 
Foundation to match gifts from new donors is 
significantly impacting the financial health and 
sustainability of the Traverse Symphony Orchestra.

Between 2009 and 2012, the TSO experienced 
a period of deficits due to declining income and 
contributions. In 2013, the first year of the match, 
news of The Foundation’s matching challenge 
brought new visibility to the TSO organization, 
providing local media attention and opportunities 
for personal conversations with donor prospects 
and community leaders. The community was also 
motivated, resulting in contributions from new as 
well as past donors. The effects of this grant are 
being felt as orchestra sizes have increased and 
consistent, world-class repertoire has been added 
to the programming as well as the addition of 
many talented guest artists. With financial stability 
comes increased donor trust, the continuation of 
arts education programs and the opportunity for 
artistic growth.

GRAND TRAVERSE REGIONAL  
LAND CONSERVANCY

The mission of the Grand Traverse Regional Land 
Conservancy is protecting natural, scenic and farm 
lands and advancing stewardship — now and for 
future generations. The Conservancy evaluates how 
certain land uses and protection efforts will impact 
the things that are valued by the public — access 
to majestic shorelines; opportunities for hiking, 
birding, canoeing, biking, fishing and other outdoor 
activities; safe, clean water; respect for private 
property rights; and a healthy economy.

In 2013, The Herbert H. and Grace A. Dow 
Foundation granted $250,000 to the Grand 
Traverse Regional Land Conservancy to help fund 
a third phase of the Acme Bayside Park project. 
Recent efforts at the park included land acquisition 
and the deconstruction of blighted buildings. 

The transformation of a built-up shoreline to a 
beachfront park that residents and tourists can 
enjoy was a revelation. A permanent endowment 
was also created in order to ensure the long-term 
care of the park.

Acme’s Bayside is not just a park; it is part of a 
community which has chosen to plan for and 
create public beaches, open space and recreational 
areas that welcome residents, businesses and 
tourists — and encourages private investment and 
tax base growth.

UNITED WAY OF MIDLAND COUNTY

United Way of Midland County works to advance 
the common good by focusing on the building 
blocks for a good life — education, health and 
self-sufficiency. One of their goals is to recruit and 
inspire the people and organizations that provide 
the passion, expertise and financial resources 
required to achieve this.  

In 2013, payments totaling $275,000 on three 
separate grants were made to United Way 
of Midland County. Two of these grants were 
matching contributions which were instrumental 
in helping to leverage additional dollars during the 
annual community campaign. The challenge grants 
have been one of the most effective means of 
motivating donors to increase their support of the 
United Way by investing at the Leadership Circle 
level, which is a donation of $1,000 or more.   

This matching grant opportunity resonates with 
local corporate employees. Within the top four 
corporate campaigns, 68% of employee donations 
are at the Leadership Circle level. Of the total 
Midland County community campaign, 39% are 
Leadership Circle donations.  

Our shared goal to advance the common good 
allows for sustainable and increased program 
funding and support for basic needs.
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Support for the Dow Gardens is the oldest 
and largest annual gift of The Herbert H. 
and Grace A. Dow Foundation. 

The Dow Gardens mission is to preserve the history, enhance the 
horticultural beauty and share the educational and leisure time values of 
the Herbert H. and Grace A. Dow estate. 

The Gardens, which were initially developed by Herbert H. Dow, are a 
treasure in the heart of the city of Midland and a jewel in the crown of 
the community. They are comprised of a 110-acre botanical garden and 
a 40-acre forested property that are open year-round. Visitors can view 
stunning horticultural displays, cross historic bridges, walk native forest 
trails and simply relax and enjoy the natural beauty.

The Dow Gardens is home to massed plantings of annuals and perennials, 
a system of ponds and collections of flowering crabapples, roses, 
viburnums and rhododendrons. Each year more than 20,000 tulip and 
daffodil bulbs are planted in the fall for spring blooms.

The home of Herbert H. and Grace A. Dow, known as “The Pines,” graces 
the Dow Gardens. Built in 1899, the residence is the only home Herbert 
and Grace ever built and it is where they raised their family. The story of 
the home and gardens is intertwined with a deep-rooted history. From 
this home, Herbert Dow would venture out into his garden and orchard 
creating a special gift for generations to come. Their story is shared 
throughout the year with visitors from around the world as they tour the 
house and grounds. 

The 40-acre Whiting Forest property offers a variety of hiking trails, 
ponds and a unique covered bridge. The woodland highlights native plant 
communities as the staff works to eliminate non-native species and to 
replace them with plant stock from central Michigan.

More than 120,000 guests stroll through the properties annually where 
visitors are invited to partake in programs year-round. There is something 
for everyone at Dow Gardens: the award-winning Children’s Garden, 
where eighty families participate annually in a ten-week Growing 
Gardener Program learning how to grow vegetables during the growing 
season; Butterflies in Bloom hosted in the Dow Gardens Conservatory in 
the spring; or the annual Know and Grow Seminar that offers world-class 
lectures designed to engage professionals and hobbyists alike.

The Dow Gardens is truly a place where beauty, education and heritage 
come together.

 

THE DOW GARDENS
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GRANTS AWARDED 
1936-2013

PROGRAM AREA

HEALTH &  
HUMAN  

SERVICES 

EDUCATION

l	 $223,816,616 397 Grants

l	 $124,525,108 799 Grants

l	 $78,543,967 213 Grants

l	 $67,822,517 476 Grants

l	 $31,564,883 103 Grants

l	 $5,436,074 5,458 Grants

ARTS & 
CULTURE

CIVIC & 
COMMUNITY

ENVIRONMENT

RELIGION



GEOGRAPHY

GRANTS AWARDED 
1936-2013

UP

NC

WC

EC

MM

SE

SW

EAST CENTRAL 
$368,830,812 7,001 Grants

MID MICHIGAN 
$33,502,730 101 Grants

NORTH CENTRAL 
$19,569,078 67 Grants

SOUTHEAST 
$49,444,305 119 Grants

SOUTHWEST 
$33,438,821 30 Grants

UPPER PENINSULA 
$8,371,433 17 Grants

WEST CENTRAL 
$18,551,985 111 Grants



FINANCIAL STATEMENT
2013

ASSETS

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
$3,929,000

RECEIVABLES AND PREPAID EXPENSES
$102,000

INVESTMENTS AT FAIR MARKET VALUE 
$471,691,000

LAND, BUILDINGS AND EQUIPMENT 
$15,788,000

TOTAL ASSETS 
$491,510,000

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS

PLEDGES PAYABLE 
$3,966,000

OTHER PAYABLES    
$978,000

NET ASSETS     
$486,566,000

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS 
$491,510,000

$491,510,000

Note: As of 6/16/2014, this summariz ed statement of financial 
position is unaudited. Rounded to the nearest $1,000.



SINCE GRACE A. DOW 

ESTABLISHED THE  

HERBERT H. AND GRACE A.  

DOW FOUNDATION ON 

DECEMBER 26, 1936,  

TRUSTEES HAVE AWARDED 

$531,709,166 IN ACTUAL, 

NOT  ADJUSTED, DOLLARS 

TO QUALIFYING  MICHIGAN 

ORGANIZATIONS.



GRANT PAYMENTS
2013 2013

ADRIAN COLLEGE 
$500,000 
$1 million pledge awarded in 2012 for the science complex 
addition and renovation project

ARNOLD CENTER 
$40,000 
One-year grant awarded and paid in 2013 to construct  
a pole barn at the Gladwin, Michigan, facility to 
accommodate increased demand for services and  
alleviate transportation costs from storage in Midland  
to use in Gladwin

BAY AREA COMMUNITY FOUNDATION 
$100,000 
$300,000 pledge awarded in 2013 to fund the Watershed 
Initiative Network Sustainable Communities operations  
for the years 2013, 2014, 2015 via the Sustainable  
Communities Initiative Fund held at the Bay Area  
Community Foundation

BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA – MICHIGAN 
CROSSROADS COUNCIL 
$303,552 
Grant awarded and paid in 2013 to help fund the start of  
a new STEM initiative for the Water and Woods Field  
Service Council serving the Great Lakes Bay Region over 
2013-2015 with a 2013 payout schedule

BULLOCK CREEK SCHOOL DISTRICT 
$309,500 
One-year grant awarded and paid in 2013 to continue  
and enhance the Nature Kindergarten

CAREGIVING NETWORK, INC. 
$20,000 
$20,000 pledge awarded in 2012 and paid in 2013 to help 
fund the church building renovation by matching $1 for $1 
funds raised by constituents (churches, individual donors 
and businesses)

CARROLLTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
$25,000 
One-year grant awarded and paid in 2013 for the  
after-school program

THE CENTER FOR MICHIGAN 
$250,000 
One-year grant awarded and paid in 2013 to develop a 
common agenda for Michigan

CENTRAL MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY 
$500,000 
One-year grant awarded and paid in 2013 for a Multi- 
Specialty Mobile Clinic Vehicle for The Herbert H. and  
Grace A. Dow Foundation College of Health Professions

CHARLEVOIX AREA HOSPITAL FOUNDATION 
$33,333 
$100,000 pledge awarded in 2011 to fund the School Nurse 
Project for five school districts in Charlevoix and Antrim 
counties over three years

CHIPPEWA NATURE CENTER, INC. 
$60,000
$180,000 pledge awarded in 2011 to support operating 
expenses over three years beginning with the 2012 budget 
with a payout schedule of 2011-2013 through an amended 
payout schedule



CHIPPEWA WATERSHED CONSERVANCY 
$40,000
$120,000 pledge awarded in 2012 to support operating 
expenses over three years

CLARE PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
$60,000 
One-year grant awarded and paid in 2013 to replace the 
existing football field with turf and resurface the track

CLEVELAND MANOR, INC. 
$150,000
One-year grant awarded and paid in 2013 to help position 
Cleveland Manor to be eligible for placement in the 
highest tier of applicants when it applies for a new HUD 
housing preservation program named Senior Preservation 
Rental Assistance Contracts

COLEMAN COMMUNITY SCHOOLS
$375,000
One-year grant awarded and paid in 2013 to provide  
start-up costs for a Regional Agriscience Center

COOR-INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DISTRICT 
(CRAWFORD, OSCODA, OGEMAW AND ROSCOMMON)

$20,000 
One-year grant awarded and paid in 2013 to fund  
scholarships for the Great Start Early Childhood Fund

COUNCIL OF MICHIGAN FOUNDATIONS
$225,000 
One-year grant awarded and paid in 2013 to support the 
implementation plan for the recommendations of the 
Michigan Council for Educator Effectiveness (MCEE)

COUNCIL OF MICHIGAN FOUNDATIONS 
$18,600 
One-year grant awarded and paid in 2012 to support  
operating expenses

COUNCIL ON DOMESTIC VIOLENCE &  
SEXUAL ASSAULT
$250,000
$1 million pledge awarded in 2010 to help build the  
endowment by matching $4 for every $1 in funds raised 
with a payout schedule of 2011-2014

CRANBROOK EDUCATIONAL COMMUNITY 
$450,000 
$1 million pledge awarded in 2011 to launch and support 
the “Cranbrook Art & Science on the Go” program for  
an initial four-year period of 2011-2014 

CROOKED TREE ARTS COUNCIL, INC. 
$50,000 
$150,000 pledge awarded in 2010 to support operating 
expenses by matching $1 for every $1 of funds received  
by local donors with a payout schedule of 2011-2013

DELTA COLLEGE 
$60,000 
$180,000 pledge awarded in 2010 to support operating 
expenses for the Michigan Small Business & Technology 
Development Center (MI-SBTDC) with a payout schedule 
of 2011-2013

EDUCATION AND TRAINING CONNECTION 
$75,000 
One-year grant awarded and paid in 2013 to help fund  
the GED program in Saginaw Public Schools

FAMILY AND CHILDREN’S SERVICE  
OF MIDLAND, INC.
$70,000 
$210,000 pledge awarded in 2011 to support  
operating expenses over three years with a payout 
schedule of 2011-2013



THE GERALD R. FORD FOUNDATION
$500,000 
One-year grant awarded and paid in 2013 to reconfigure, 
renovate and enhance the Ford Presidential Museum

GIRL SCOUTS HEART OF MICHIGAN
$365,000
One-year grant awarded and paid in 2013 to support the 
recruitment project intended to increase and maintain 
participation levels by establishing robust and committed 
volunteer infrastructures in all the northern lower Michigan 
counties served by GSHOM

GRAND TRAVERSE REGIONAL  
LAND CONSERVANCY
$250,000
One-year grant awarded and paid in 2013 to help fund 
Phase 3 of the Bayside Park project

GRAND VALLEY STATE UNIVERSITY
$50,000 
One-year grant awarded and paid in 2013 to fund the 
development of an online platform for the “Our State of 
Generosity” project

GREAT LAKES BAY FOUNDATION
$15,000 
$45,000 pledge awarded in 2011 to support operating  
expenses for the Leadership Institute with a payout  
schedule of 2011-2013

GREATER MIDLAND COMMUNITY CENTERS, INC.
$125,000 
$375,000 pledge awarded in 2011 to support operating  
expenses of the North Midland Family Center with a  
payout schedule of 2011-2013

GREATER MIDLAND COMMUNITY CENTERS, INC.
$50,000 
One-year grant awarded and paid in 2013 to support  
operating expenses for the Midland Community Center

GREATER MIDLAND COMMUNITY CENTERS, INC. 
$50,000 
One-year grant awarded and paid in 2013 to fund Railway 
Family Center (Coleman, Michigan) operations

HIDDEN HARVEST
$12,500
One-year grant awarded and paid in 2013 to purchase a 
larger refrigerated truck

HOLY SCRIPTURE LUTHERAN CHURCH
$10,000
One-year grant awarded and paid to replace the blacktop 
of the parking lots

HOMER UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
$7,000
One-year grant awarded and paid for repairs to the base 
of the steeple

JUNIOR ACHIEVEMENT OF  
CENTRAL MICHIGAN, INC.
$15,000
$75,000 pledge awarded in 2011 to support  
operating expenses by matching $1 for $1 funds raised  
with a payout schedule of 2011-2013

THE LEGACY CENTER FOR COMMUNITY SUCCESS
$100,000
One-year grant awarded and paid in 2013 to support a 
Director of the School-Justice Partnership

MERIDIAN PUBLIC SCHOOLS
$417,500 
$1 million pledge awarded in 2011 in support of the New 
Tech Network high school model paid in full in 2013 
through an amended payout schedule



MESSIAH LUTHERAN CHURCH
$10,000
One-year grant awarded and paid in 2013 to install a  
security system

MICHIGAN 4-H FOUNDATION
$400,000
One-year grant awarded and paid in 2013 to support  
the endowment portion of the Campaign for Michigan 
4-H’s Future

MICHIGAN NONPROFIT ASSOCIATION
$5,000
One-year grant awarded and paid in 2013 to fund eight  
fellowships allowing staff members and board members  
of local non-profit organizations to attend the MNA  
SuperConference in Grand Rapids, Michigan, on  
October 15 & 16, 2013

MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
$1,700,000
$2.7 million pledge awarded in 2012 to create two  
endowments at Michigan State University that will support 
one Junior Research Fellow and one Graduate Scholar for 
each of five years at the MSU Midland Research Institute 
for Value Chain Creation

MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
$25,000
$75,000 pledge awarded in 2011 to support operating 
expenses over 2011-2013 for the Michigan Political  
Leadership Program

MID MICHIGAN BIG BROTHERS BIG SISTERS, INC.
$10,000
$20,000 pledge awarded in 2011 to match locally raised 
funds for operations and paid in full in 2013

MID MICHIGAN COMMUNITY ACTION AGENCY
$50,000
One-year grant awarded and paid in 2013 to relocate and 
rehabilitate the Clare (Michigan) Railroad Depot

MID MICHIGAN COMMUNITY ACTION AGENCY
$25,000
One-year grant awarded and paid in 2013 to build a  
“Veterans Freedom Park” in Central Michigan

CITY OF MIDLAND
$3,016,000
One-year grant awarded and paid in 2013 to fund  
infrastructure and public asset improvements

CITY OF MIDLAND
$141,350
One-year grant awarded and paid in 2013 to convert one 
of three ice sheets in the Civic Arena into a turf facility

CITY OF MIDLAND
$2,000
One-year grant awarded and paid in 2013 to support  
operations of the Grace A. Dow Memorial Library

MIDLAND AREA CHAMBER FOUNDATION
$10,000
$10,000 pledge awarded in 2012 and paid in full in 2013 to 
support the 2013 Midland Blooms Project

MIDLAND AREA CHAMBER FOUNDATION
$10,000
One-year grant awarded and paid in 2013 to support the 
2014 Midland Blooms Project

MIDLAND AREA CHAMBER FOUNDATION
$5,000
One-year grant awarded and paid in 2013 to assist  
with the launch of the Young Entrepreneurs Academy 
(YEA!) program

MIDLAND AREA COMMUNITY FOUNDATION
$57,000
One-year grant awarded and paid in 2013 for a  
trackless train



MIDLAND AREA COMMUNITY FOUNDATION
$7,149 
One-year grant awarded and paid in 2013 to support  
the 40th anniversary celebration event

MIDLAND CENTER FOR THE ARTS
$500,000
One-year grant awarded and paid in 2013 for  
2012-2013 operations

MIDLAND CENTER FOR THE ARTS
$500,000
One-year grant awarded and paid in 2013 for  
2013-2014 operations

MIDLAND CENTER FOR THE ARTS
$500,000
$500,000 pledge awarded in 2012 for the Midland County 
Historical Society/Northwood University project

MIDLAND CENTER FOR THE ARTS
$200,000
One-year grant awarded and paid in 2013 for  
consulting services on the second phase of the  
Discovery Square Project

MIDLAND CENTER FOR THE ARTS
$75,000
$75,000 pledge awarded in 2012 and paid in 2013 to 
match funds raised for 2012-2013 operations

MIDLAND COUNTY 4-H COUNCIL
$10,000
$20,000 pledge awarded in 2011 for operations over  
two years beginning in 2012

MIDLAND COUNTY CHURCHES
$282,000
One-year grants of $3,000 (amount tripled for 2013 only) 
to each of 94 churches awarded and paid in 2013

MIDLAND COUNTY EDUCATIONAL  
SERVICE AGENCY
$600,000
$1.8 million pledge awarded in 2011 for the continuation of 
Instructional Consultation Team project over three years 
with a payout schedule of 2011-2013

MIDLAND COUNTY EDUCATIONAL  
SERVICE AGENCY
$250,000
$1,250,000 pledge awarded in 2011 to convert Longview 
Elementary School in Midland, Michigan, into an Early  
Childhood and Family Resource Center with the final 
$250,000 as a match of funds raised

MIDLAND KIDS FIRST
$366,300
$549,400 pledge awarded in 2012 to help fund 2012-2014 
operations for Recovering Youth Futures – a substance 
abuse treatment system for adolescents

MIDLAND KIDS FIRST
$15,000
$45,000 pledge awarded in 2012 to increase funding  
for the Recovering Youth Futures program to offset  
2012-2014 administrative costs

MIDLAND KING’S DAUGHTERS HOME
$1,000
One-year grant awarded and paid in 2013 in support of 
the Annual Community Christmas Closet Project for 2013

MIDLAND PUBLIC SCHOOLS
$570,000
Grant awarded and paid in 2013 to expand the 
International Baccalaureate Programme to include  
the Primary Years Program for 2013-2015



MIDLAND PUBLIC SCHOOLS
$75,000 
One-year grant awarded and paid in 2013 for the  
“Looking Sharp” campaign for Midland and Herbert  
Henry Dow High Schools music uniform replacement

MIDLAND TOMORROW
$50,000 
One-year grant awarded in 2012 to launch a  
SmartZone in Midland

MIDLAND TOMORROW
$50,000
$200,000 pledge awarded in 2013 for additional funding 
to kick-start the SmartZone program for 2014-2017 to 
meet the financial requirements of the Michigan Economic 
Development Corporation

MIDLAND VOLUNTEERS FOR RECYCLING, INC.
$20,000
$60,000 pledge awarded in 2012 for 2013-2015  
operating expenses

MIDMICHIGAN HEALTH
$1,500,000
One-year grant awarded and paid in 2013 to establish a 
patient simulation lab at the Midland facility and renovate 
the lab at the Gratiot facility as part of the new medical 
education training facility

MIDMICHIGAN HEALTH
$1,000,000
$3 million pledge awarded in 2012 to increase capacity for 
MidMichigan Medical Center-Midland as a regional campus 
of Michigan State University

NORTHEAST LITTLE LEAGUE
$30,000
One-year grant awarded and paid in 2013 to renovate the 
existing baseball field at Northeast Middle School and 
construct two new fields in Larkin Township

NORTHERN MICHIGAN MOBILE CHILD  
ADVOCACY CENTER, INC.
$150,000
$300,000 pledge awarded in 2013 to launch and establish 
a mobile Child Advocacy Center to bring a Forensic 
Interviewer & MSW Case Coordinator to outlying counties 
(Clare, Crawford, Gladwin, Iosco, Missaukee, Wexford)

PUBLIC SCHOOL ACADEMIES OF DETROIT
$125,000
$375,000 pledge awarded in 2011 to fund two engineering 
instructors’ compensation for the University Prep Science 
& Math High School’s Science & Engineering Program over 
three years beginning with the 2010-2011 school year with 
a payout schedule of 2011-2013

RAVEN HILL DISCOVERY CENTER
$20,000 
One-year grant awarded and paid in 2013 to construct 
the Evolving Technology (ET) Building to house diverse 
artifacts of technology and hands-on activities

RE/MAX OF MIDLAND BALLOON FEST
$10,000
$50,000 pledge awarded in 2012 to support event 
operations for the RE/MAX of Midland Balloon Fest  
for 2012-2016

REACHING OUR COMMUNITY KIDS (R.O.C.K.)
$160,000
$450,000 pledge awarded in 2011 to support operating 
expenses for three years beginning in 2011 with a payout 
schedule of 2011-2014 (partial outright, partial match)

REACHING OUR COMMUNITY KIDS (R.O.C.K.)
$3,621
$7,388 pledge awarded in 2013 to fund the initial subsidy 
to participate in Midland Information Technology 
Consortium’s (MITCON) Computer Workstation 
Standardization Project for 2013-2016



SAGINAW BASIN LAND CONSERVANCY
$20,000
$70,000 pledge awarded in 2012 for continued support for 
stewardship of conservation easements secured through 
the Conservation Reserve Enhancement Program (CREP)

SAGINAW VALLEY STATE UNIVERSITY
$500,000
$1 million pledge awarded in 2012 for the Student  
Research and Creativity Institute endowment

SCHOOLCRAFT MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
$120,000
One-year grant awarded and paid in 2013 to support  
the purchase of equipment for a new operating suite

SHEPHERD PUBLIC SCHOOLS
$24,960
One-year grant awarded and paid in 2013 to update 
infrastructure and hardware to comply with State and 
Federal computerized testing requirements

SOCIETY OF PLASTICS ENGINEERS, INC.
$5,000
$25,000 pledge awarded in 2011 for support of the  
Education Outreach Program for 2011-2015

SPRINGHILL CAMPS
$375,000
One-year grant awarded and paid in 2013 to upgrade  
the current wastewater treatment system

TEMPLE THEATRE FOUNDATION
$50,000
$150,000 pledge awarded in 2010 to support the “Arts 
Take the Stage” capital campaign by matching $1 for every 
$1 received, up to $1,000, from each individual donor

THOMPSON HOME PUBLIC LIBRARY
$10,000
One-year grant awarded and paid in 2013 to renovate  
the basement into a new activity room

TRAVERSE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
$50,000
$150,000 pledge awarded in 2013 to support the  
“A Note-Worthy Challenge” campaign for operating 
expenses by matching $1 for every $1 raised from new  
and lapsed donors over three years beginning with the 
2012-2013 season

UNITED WAY OF MIDLAND COUNTY
$125,000
$390,000 pledge awarded in 2012 for the annual  
campaign for three years beginning with the  
2012-2013 campaign

UNITED WAY OF MIDLAND COUNTY
$125,000
$390,000 awarded in 2012 as a matching grant for new 
Leadership Circle gifts and gifts increased by at least 
$500 per each campaign beginning with the 2012-2013 
campaign and ending with the 2014-2015 campaign

UNITED WAY OF MIDLAND COUNTY
$25,000 
$120,000 pledge awarded in 2009 to match the  
Alexis de Tocqueville giving level beginning with the  
2009-2010 campaign

UNITED WAY OF SAGINAW COUNTY
$10,000
$50,000 pledge awarded in 2010 for Phase 3 of the initial 
pilot implementation of the Imagination Library Program 
with a payout schedule of 2010-2014



WILDLIFE RECOVERY ASSOCIATION
$70,000
$210,000 pledge awarded in 2013 to help finance a plan 
to initiate a shift from being a grass roots organization to 
a more permanent and secure organization with a payout 
schedule of 2013-2015

YOUNG LIFE
$15,000
$45,000 pledge awarded in 2012 to support the expenses 
related to starting the YoungLives program

PLEDGES AWARDED
2013 2013

CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT COUNCIL  
GREAT LAKES BAY REGION 
$500,000 
Pledge awarded to support the Capital Campaign to 
expand the existing building by matching $1 for every $1  
of new contributions (including individuals, corporations 
and foundations)

MIDLAND CENTER FOR THE ARTS 
$75,000 
Pledge awarded to match $1 for $1 of funds raised from 
renewal and new three-year pledge commitments to be 
used for 2013-2014 operations

WEST MIDLAND FAMILY CENTER 
$300,000 
Pledge awarded to fund operating expenses by matching 
$1 for every $1 of funds raised



PROGRAM PRIORITIES

Since the needs, desires and capabilities of 
Michigan’s people and their organizations are 
constantly changing, there can be no fixed or 
steadfast priority in The Herbert H. and Grace A. 
Dow Foundation’s grant  making. However,  
within its charter and  philosophy, the Trustees  
tend to support  organizations that: 

•	 have clearly stated objectives, strong  
and  purposeful management and are  
publicly  accountable 

•	 have needs which are in areas not normally  
funded by governmental or public financing 

•	 are not hesitant to explore, initiate, volunteer  
or execute original ideas or concepts 

•	 are willing to collaborate with other persons 
or organizations to give synergy to achieve a 
common objective 

•	 have purposes which tend to advance private 
enterprise and the preservation of a free, open 
and self-resourceful society

PROGRAM EXAMPLES

EDUCATION: 
The Herbert H. and Grace A. Dow Foundation 
is always interested in improving the quality of 
education at Michigan’s academic institutions, 
particularly in those specific areas where a given 
institution already is establishing preeminence. 

SCIENCE: 
Since the community of Midland and the base of 
The Herbert H. and Grace A. Dow Foundation’s 
assets have been products of  scientific achievement, 
the Trustees seek to  encourage projects that include 
advanced research and new applications of science 
or technology. The Herbert H. and Grace A. Dow 
Foundation is currently involved with the Saginaw 
Bay Watershed Initiative Network which is aimed at 
environmental improvement that is consistent with 
community growth and sustainability.

ARTS & CULTURE: 
The Dow Gardens and Midland Center for the Arts 
are programs and projects that The Herbert H. and 
Grace A. Dow Foundation champions and supports. 
Art-related activities that explore or promote the 
interrelation of science and art are encouraged. 
The Trustees particularly enjoy supporting tasteful, 
creative and innovative programs that expand the 
general public’s art and cultural horizons. 

COMMUNITY LIFE —  
MIDLAND AND MICHIGAN: 
To improve the quality of life for Midland and 
Michigan residents continues to be a major goal  
of The Herbert H. and Grace A. Dow Foundation. 
The Trustees support programs and projects that 
add an important dimension to community life, 
such as the Grace A. Dow  Memorial Library, Midland 
Community Center, West Midland Family Center  
and 94 Midland County religious organizations.  
The Herbert H. and Grace A. Dow Foundation 
affirms the importance of local initiatives, 
particularly private initiatives, which encourage 
economic development and promote job creation.

PROGRAM NOTES

Both in Midland and in Michigan, the Trustees 
welcome opportunities where a grant of seed funds 
or a matching grant will stimulate broad public 
participation in an artistic, recreational, educational 
or cultural project so that the project can become 
self-sustaining. Projects that benefit youngsters or 
senior citizens are of special interest. If a program 
needs launching or requires changes, The Herbert H. 
and Grace A. Dow Foundation may help. Requests 
for general support funding for ongoing programs 
are more properly directed to other organizations of 
broad public benefit.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
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APPLICATION AND REVIEW 

There is no formal application form; however, 
applicants are asked to include the following 
information in a proposal: 

•	 a letter setting forth the nature and potential 
results of the program for which funding is sought 

•	 the total cost of the project including any 
endowment available for operations 

•	 the total amount sought from The Foundation  
and over what period of time the grant may  
be disbursed 

•	 evidence of the organization’s tax-exempt status 
— Internal Revenue Code 501(c)(3)

•	 a detailed annual operating budget and audited 
financial statement for the organization (these 
documents must be submitted annually for the 
duration of the grant) 

•	 the names of management and of the trustees  
or directors of the organization

Those proposals that pass initial evaluation are 
referred to the appropriate program committee  
of the Board of  Trustees for full consideration. 
 Trustees may request additional information, make 
site visits or invite organizations to meet with them 
in Midland. The board meets  periodically during  
the year to make final grant decisions. Grants  
and payments on pledges are usually disbursed  
in December. 

GRANT FOCUS 

The Foundation does not make grants directly to 
individuals. Its charter limits grants to Michigan 
organizations. In addition, it cannot legally support: 

•	 organizations to which contributions are not  
tax deductible, according to Internal Revenue 
Service regulations 

•	 organizations that practice discrimination by race, 
sex, creed, age or national origin 

•	 political organizations or organizations whose 
purposes are to influence legislation 

The Foundation will not be bound by preset 
“formulas for giving” prepared by nonprofit agencies. 

A NOTE TO GRANT SEEKERS 

The Foundation would like to be in a financial 
position to assist all grant requests within its 
philosophy. However, its resources are limited. 

Many worthy grant applications must be declined 
simply because funds to accept them are not 
available. Consequently, an applicant should never 
view a declination by The Foundation as  
a judgment on the merits of the proposal.

GRANT APPLICATIONS SHOULD  
BE SUBMITTED IN WRITING TO:

Macauley Whiting, Jr., President

The Herbert H. and Grace A. Dow Foundation

1018 West Main Street

Midland, Michigan 48640-4292

grants@hhdowfoundation.org

Grants are limited to organizations within the  

State of Michigan considered exempt under  

Internal Revenue Code 501(c)(3)

APPLICATION GUIDELINES
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THE HERBERT H. AND GRACE 

A. DOW FOUNDATION, WHILE 

LIMITED IN ITS GRANT MAKING 

TO ORGANIZATIONS WITHIN 

 MICHIGAN, HAS CHARTER 

GOALS TO IMPROVE THE 

 EDUCATIONAL, RELIGIOUS, 

ECONOMIC, AND CULTURAL 

LIVES OF MICHIGAN’S PEOPLE 

AS THEIR NEEDS CAN BE 

DEFINED IN A WORLD WHICH 

CONSTANTLY PRESENTS 

 DIFFERENT CHALLENGES 

AND OPPORTUNITIES. THE 

HERBERT H. AND GRACE A. 

DOW FOUNDATION TRUSTEES 

CAREFULLY CONSIDER 

PROPOSALS SUBMITTED AND 

LOOK FOR PROGRAMS WHERE 

THEIR CONTRIBUTION CAN BE 

LEVERAGED. ORGANIZATIONS 

 REQUESTING FUNDING 

FOR A NEW PROGRAM 

SHOULD BE SURE THAT THEY 

HAVE PLANNED FOR THAT 

PROGRAM’S FUTURE  

SELF-SUFFICIENCY.

UNEXPECTED OUTCOMES

We are fortunate to have the opportunity to support 
valuable programs as part of our charitable work 
and take calculated risks to change the world as part 
of our philanthropic efforts. Sometimes ideas can 
propel us toward our intended solution, but fall short 
of their goal. We have to decide if we are satisfied 
with the status quo or if we want to retool and 
revamp our plans so that we can help our partners 
go the distance. For us, failure is an option. It is not 
the end, but a step along the journey of innovation.  
If the work was easy, someone else would have done 
it. We are grateful to our partners for dreaming big 
and we are thrilled to be able to join them as we take 
a big-picture view to make lasting change.

A prime example of an unexpected outcome is the 
City of Midland/Midland Civic Arena:

TRUSTEES AND  
ASSOCIATE TRUSTEES
2013

Front row, seated (left to right):   
Margaret E. Thompson, Secretary and Trustee 
Margaret Ann Riecker, President and Trustee 
Michael L. Dow, Vice President and Trustee

Second row, standing (left to right):   
Bonnie Buchanan Matheson, Trustee 
Macauley Whiting, Jr., Treasurer and Trustee 
Willard Mott, Trustee 
Alden Lee Hanson, Trustee 
Ruth A. Doan, Trustee

Back row, standing (left to right):   
Suzanna McCuan, Trustee  
David B. Ramaker, Trustee  
Bradford T. Frisselle, Associate Trustee  
Macauley Whiting III, Associate Trustee  
Elias Buchanan Ohrstrom, Associate Trustee

Absent from group photo:   
Diane Dow Hullet, Trustee  
Andrew Liveris, Trustee
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UNEXPECTED OUTCOME:

THE CITY OF MIDLAND/MIDLAND CIVIC ARENA

In 2005 the City of Midland, with much community 
support, built a three-sheet ice arena to accommodate 

the community’s request for more ice availability. 
Unfortunately, the declining user population impacted 
demand for ice time. The decision was made to close 

the north rink in order to reduce operating costs  
for the facility.

In 2013, after being approached by numerous  
community groups, and with the financial support 

of The Herbert H. and Grace A. Dow Foundation, 
the north rink was converted into an indoor turf 

facility. Thus far, hourly rentals of the new turf facility 
have surpassed first-year projections with activities 

including soccer, lacrosse, football, baseball and 
softball. Subsequent seasons will see the addition 

of programmed activities such as leagues for indoor 
soccer and flag football and various special events. 
This project was two-fold as it has not only fulfilled 
a need for the community, but also provided added 

financial stability to the Midland Civic Arena.
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